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Polysemy, syntax, and variation
A usage-based method for Cognitive Semantics

Dylan Glynn 

1. Introduction

The study of polysemy has a venerable tradition in Cognitive Linguistics.� Since the pio-
neering of work of Dirven (�98�), Radden (�98�), Brugman (�983), Lindner (�983), and 
Vandeloise (�984), the Lexical Network approach to spatial prepositions has proved to be 
one of the most important contributions of the cognitive paradigm.� However, at both a 
theoretical and methodological level, this network approach to sense variation has recently 
come under fire. This study examines a methodological proposal that answers some of the 
criticisms that a cognitive approach to polysemy faces. The basic premise is to conserve 
the network model, but to complement this with another method: a corpus-driven quan-
tified and multifactorial method. Such an approach employs a kind of componentional 
analysis that identifies clusters of features across large numbers of speech events. In other 
words, rather than analyse the possible meanings of a lexeme, a polysemic network should 
“fall out” from an analysis that identifies clusters of the cognitive-functional features of 
a lexeme’s usage. These features do not in any way resemble those of the Structuralist 
componentional analyses, since they are not based on a hypothetical semantic system, but 
describe instances of real language usage and are based upon encyclopaedic semantics of 
that language use in context. 

This usage-based approach is gaining wide currency in Cognitive Linguistics, attested 
by the wide range of edited volumes dedicated to the subject (Gries and Stefanowitsch 
�006; Stefanowitsch and Gries �006; Zeschel �008; Glynn and Fischer in press; Newman 
and Rice in press; Glynn and Robinson forthcoming). We will refer to this approach as the 
Quantitative Multifactorial method. The discussion begins by briefly covering the current 
state of the art of polysemy study in cognitive linguistics, where we underline the need for 
the implementation of this method and how it may cooperate with existing analytical mod-
els. In Section �, the discussion moves to the description of the Quantitative Multifactorial 
method, and finally the third section examines a case study of the English lexeme hassle.

1. Thanks are due to Tine Breban, Sofie van Gijsel, and Koen Pleveots. All shortcomings are my own.

�. Some variations upon and applications of this approach include Schulze (�988, �994), Hottenroth 
(�99�), Geeraerts (�99�), Cuyckens (�993, �994, �995), Boers (�996), Bellavia (�996), and Meex (�00�).
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78 Dylan Glynn

�. Semasiology: Vagueness, polysemy, and the lexical network

Two groundbreaking studies demonstrate inherent weaknesses in what had become the 
standard radial model or lexical network approach to the identification sense variation in 
Cognitive Linguistics. These studies, Sandra and Rice (�995) and Tyler and Evans (�00�), 
have led to a fundamental reconsideration of the conceptual reality represented by net-
work modelling, bringing the validity of such an approach into question. The first study, 
by Sandra and Rice (�995), led to a debate that questions the psychological reality of sense 
distinctions proposed by the method and, through the use of psycholinguistic experimen-
tation, raises serious doubts about the validity of the results.3 The second, more theoretical 
study by Tyler and Evans (�00�) uses the very logic that led to the cognitive modelling of 
sense networks to demonstrate that the network model is flawed. 

Thus far, solutions designed to resolve the shortcomings of the lexical network model 
decline into three approaches.4 Firstly, following the psycholinguistic tests of Sandra and 
Rice (�995), one may turn to an experimental solution to the unverifiable nature of intu-
ition in sense identification and distinction. To these ends, attempts at developing psy-
cholinguistic methods of testing have been pursued. This approach, examples of which 
include Cuyckens et al. (�997), Sandra and Cuyckens (�999), and Rice et al. (�999), makes 
the assumption that psycholinguistic experiments are a more reliable method than intu-
ition for the identification of polysemic structures. 

The second and third proposed solutions are analytical rather than methodological. 
One of these analytical solutions is to posit different “types” of polysemy. For instance, 
Kleiber (�983, �999), Herskovits (�988), Vandeloise (�990), Deane (�988, �006), and 
Glynn (�003, �006b, �006c) stress the need to distinguish functional and/or grammatical 
polysemy from conceptual polysemy.5 The assumption here is that, for example, a mean-
ing extension may be the result of the interaction between the conceptual meaning as-
sociated with a lexeme and the meaning associated with a given grammatical category. 
Or, similarly, a socially determined function, such as implicature, may be the motivation 
behind a semantic extension. 

The other analytical solution, developed by Tyler and Evans (�00�, �003, �004), Evans 
and Tyler (�004a, �004b), and Evans (�004, �005), is named the Principled Polysemy Model 
and uses predetermined criteria to constrain the proposal of novel senses. This method im-
proves on previous models precisely because sense distinction criteria are overtly specified. 
By doing this, the approach takes the bull by the horns and begins with the fundamental 

�. The debate, exemplified by Croft (�998), Sandra (�998), and Tuggy (�999) follows from an earlier 
discussion over vagueness and polysemy, cf. Geeraerts (�993), and Tuggy (�993).

�. Other than the three approaches discussed here, there exist a range of other descriptive models more 
or less built on or derived from the lexical network model. Taylor (�003b) offers a summary of many of 
these. The crux of the issue is categorisation. Cf. Geeraerts (�989, �990, �997, �000, �006b), Lehrer (�990), 
Taylor (�993, �003a), Cruse (�995), Lewandowska (�00�, �007), and Zlatev (�003).

�. This idea flows from the current trends in Structuralist linguistics that maintain a distinction between 
langue and parole. Cf. Fuchs (�987, �99�), Picoche (�994), Victorri and Fuchs (�996), and Rémi-Giraud 
and Panier (�003) for examples of contemporary Structuralist approaches to polysemy.
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 Polysemy, syntax, and variation 79

question: upon what grounds do we distinguish senses? However, both these analytical 
solutions (the principled and functional-conceptual) to solving the quandary of sense dis-
tinction suffer from the problems that the original Structuralist approach faced: intuition-
based methods of investigation necessarily use intensional hermeneutic means for applying 
their criteria. For example, no matter how clearly set out, the three distinct sense criteria of 
the Principled Polysemy approach must be applied to language examples and human judg-
ments must be made as to whether these criteria are met.

Nevertheless, every methodology has its strengths and weaknesses. The recent work 
using the Principled Polysemy approach has met with success because it focuses on pre-
cisely the problem at hand rendering the method's inherent weakness open to scrutiny 
and thus verification. It is thus that the Principled Polysemy approach seeks to resolve 
the tricky balance between what semantic variation is inherently associated with a given 
form and what semantic extensions this form–meaning pair may allow in given contexts. 
This, of course, brings us to the well-known vagueness versus polysemy debate. Principled 
Polysemy Modelling of Lexical Networks seeks precisely to elucidate the vague polysemic 
distinction through the proposal of criteria to distinguish “semantic elaborations” from 
“sanctioning senses” (Evans �005: 38–40, 4�–45).

A priori, all cognitive–functional research accepts axiomatically that “[word] mean-
ing is highly context-sensitive, and thus mutable” (Evans �005: 7�). The question for a lin-
guist faced with such an unstable object of study is not how to render sense variation more 
stable, but how to reveal structure in its variation. Zelinksy-Wibbelt (�000) poses this 
fundamental question for the study of polysemy: “Is polysemy a case of lexical representa-
tion or rather ... a case of contextual differentiation?” (Zelinksy-Wibbelt �000: �44). Her 
discussion is surely amongst the most level-headed on the subject of how to distinguish 
entrenched sense variation from context-dependent variation. Theoretically in line with 
Tyler and Evans's (�00�) premise, Zelinsky-Wibbelt phrases the problem as a method-
ological question: in the description of polysemy, “what should be represented at the level 
of the lexicon and what should be computed by contextual functions?” (Zelinksy-Wibbelt 
�000: �45). 

At play here is the role of real-time processing versus learnt-automated structure. 
Necessarily, the former is how one deals with context-dependent meaning production and 
the latter with entrenched meaning structure. Just as Tyler and Evans (�00�: 7�6) cite uni-
versal cognitive processes as a means for explaining the interaction between entrenched 
lexical reference and contextual information, Zelinksy-Wibbelt poses her methodological 
question in the context of the basic cognitive process of construal. Here, she echoes the 
proposal of Kreitzer (�997) that context-dependent construal is an effective means for ex-
plaining much sense variation.6 She stresses that speakers “negotiate the reorganization of 
the same concept in potentially infinitely many ways. Vagueness ... represents the speaker’s 
underlying continuum of knowledge from which their communicative ability of negoti-
ating the relevant boundaries of meaning proceeds” (Zelinksy-Wibbelt �000: �46). Tyler 
and Evans (�00�: 7�6) stress this same point, arguing that the standard Lexical Network 

�. Obviously, the role of different types of cognition in polysemy is a common theme in the literature. 
Within Cognitive Linguistics, Deane (�988) was probably the first to stress its importance.
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approach to polysemy “fail[s] to distinguish between what is coded by a lexical expression 
and the information that must be derived from context. [Such approaches] fail to take 
account of meaning construction as a process.” They also follow Kreitzer and Zelinksy-
 Wibbelt in the use of construal to explain context-dependent polysemy. This brings us to 
the obvious conclusion that we should base the description of polysemy, and the structures 
that organise context-dependent construal of sense, on examples of usage, i.e. on examples 
of how speakers negotiate this basic cognitive and communicative phenomenon. 

A Quantitative Multifactorial method aims to fulfil this role, not by adopting an ana-
lytical solution, but through a usage-based approach. In this, instead of identifying differ-
ent senses, one looks for patterns of usage in terms of relative frequency. Its results may 
complement psycholinguistic testing to corroborate the hypothetical models of polysemy 
based on intuition. However, it is important to note here that corpus-driven and psycho-
logically tested results cannot disprove intuitive results. This is because no corpus is large 
enough to account for every possibility and no set of informants large enough to represent 
the collective speakers of a speech community. Indeed, as we will see, intuitive methods, 
such as the Principled Polysemy Model, remain essential. However, usage-based quan-
titative results can complement the intuition-based study of polysemy by verifying core 
senses and offering information as to the relative semasiological structure of a lexeme. 
Since a corpus-driven method is inherently restricted to core senses, it cannot serve as a 
means for constraining the lexical network model. Nevertheless, depending on the repre-
sentativity of the corpus, results can be argued to describe the most conceptually salient 
usages of a lexeme or its prototype structure, as well as capture differences between regis-
ter and dialect. Moreover, and perhaps most importantly, it may reveal how such factors 
affect each other in the semantic structure of a lexeme. In other words, for a given register, 
speech situation, or dialect, one reading of a word may be more salient than another. 
This last point is one of the main advantages of a quantitative method. The multifactorial 
nature of language use may be rigorously described where, in intuition-based study, one 
cannot adequately account for the interaction of the different contextual parameters that 
affect meaning and usage.

Cognitive Linguistics is a usage-based approach to language (Langacker �988, �000) 
and, as such, must necessarily account for the complexities of language as a social phe-
nomenon. This theoretical tenet means that a cognitive approach must necessarily con-
sider extralinguistic parameters. Geeraerts’ plenary lecture at the 8th International Cogni-
tive Linguistics Conference (published Geeraerts �005) stressed the inevitability of Social 
Cognitive Linguistics, a point re-iterated by Croft (this volume) in the opening plenary of 
the first UK Cognitive Linguistics Conference.7 The question is not if we need to account 
for variables such as dialect, sociolect, and register, but how our analytical apparatuses can 
account for this complexity. The advantage of the Quantitative Multifactorial method is 
that this information is inherent to the analysis. 

7. Kemmer’s keynote at the First International Conference of the Swedish Cognitive Linguistics As-
sociation joins the chorus arguing this point. Some other recent publications to press this argument 
include Tummers et al. (�005), Geeraerts (�006), Grondelaers et al. (�007), Heylen et al. (�008), and 
Glynn (in press).
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 Polysemy, syntax, and variation 81

The Quantitative Multifactorial method has, in fact, a well-established tradition in 
Cognitive Linguistics, but principally in the study of onomasiology and parasynonymy. 
Indeed, some of the earliest cognitive lexical research was quantitative, multifactorial, and 
usage-based. The early corpus-driven work of Dirven et al. (�98�) and the elicitation-based 
research of Lehrer (�98�) are excellent examples of this method. The approach slowly gained 
momentum with studies such as those of Zelinsky-Wibbelt (�986, �993), Rudzka-Ostyn 
(�989, �995), Schmid (�993), Geeraerts et al. (�994), Atkins (�994), Lemmens (�998), and 
Geeraerts (�999). 

It is in light of the success of this research that Cognitive Linguistics has recently seen 
a blossoming in quantitative corpus-driven methodology. The use of such methods in 
the study of lexical and syntactic parasynonymy now represents an important line of re-
search in Cognitive Linguistics. Amongst others, Fischer (�000), Schmid (�000), Gilquin 
(�003, �006), Gries (�003, �006), Grondelaers and Geeraerts (�003), Glynn (�004b, in 
press, forthcoming), Newman and Rice (�004, �006), Heylen (�005), Dmitrieva (�005), 
Divjak (�006) Divjak and Gries (�006), Lemmens (�006), Wulff (�006, et al. �007), Janda 
(�007), Frohning (�008), Gries and Divjak (this volume), Colleman (in press), and Janda 
and Solovyev (forthcoming), are representative of this movement. Both the syntagmatic 
and paradigmatic parameters are covered as well as conceptual-functional meaning and 
social-regional variation in usage. 

However, extending this methodology to stand as a programmatic method in Cog-
nitive Semantics faces three fundamental hurdles. These difficulties are analytical rather 
than theoretical in nature and their solutions lie in methodological development. The next 
section treats each problem in turn. 

�. Frames, syntax, and the social dimension. A model for quantitative analysis

�.1 Tertia Comparationis and feature analysis

To date, no study has used such quantitative techniques to describe the polysemy of an ab-
stract concept. This is due to the fact that a quantitative approach to polysemy necessitates 
a tertium comparationis (cf. Lewandowska-Tomaszczyk �998, �999; Glynn �004a, �006a). 
For abstract concepts, this is impossible since the designatum is a conceptual construct 
based in culture, possessing no Lebenswelt referent. Without an objective constant as a 
basis for semantic analysis, it is difficult to develop criteria that are sufficiently rigorous 
to permit the application of quantitative techniques. This problem of operationalising an-
notation for semantic features cannot be underestimated.

One solution to this problem lies in Frame Semantics (Fillmore �985). Following  
Dirven et al. (�98�), Rudzka-Ostyn (�989, �995), and Fillmore and Atkins (�000), Glynn 
(�006b, �006c) proposes a solution that goes some way to solving this problem. The rea-
soning is that one uses the semantic frame as the constant upon which feature studies may 
be based. This allows both the vagaries of situation context as well as the complexity of 
the cultural model and its encyclopaedic semantics to be handled in the analysis. What is 
more, the different arguments and their relations may be treated as semantic features in 
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the model. The drawback of this approach is twofold. The semantic frame must be posited 
a priori which leads to the same problems that have always plagued intensional definitions 
and, secondly, such an analytical model is obviously biased towards verbal forms and the 
concepts that are profiled by them. 

Although there seems to be no way of resolving the first issue, this definitional pro-
cedure is “overt”. By positing a semantic frame and identifying the arguments and argu-
ment relations, the steps taken to define the concept are specified, thus verifiable and less 
susceptible to analytical flaws resulting from subjective bias. The second issue is more 
problematic. Although frame semantic structures are still valid for non-verbal concept 
profiling, if most of the frame arguments are maximally backgrounded and not linguisti-
cally expressed in the utterance, the model's ability to capture semantic structure is lim-
ited. Thus, for non-verbal profiles, further ad hoc parameters may need to be evoked in 
semantic analysis. This remains a weak point in the model.

�.� Syntagmatic and paradigmatic dimensions of polysemy

Although both the syntagmatic and paradigmatic dimensions are covered in cognitive 
approaches to semasiological structure, the interaction between these structures is still 
not fully understood. The basic problem is that we have not established how schematic 
and/or morpho-syntactic semantics and less schematic lexical semantics interact. Within 
Cognitive Linguistics, one position is that syntactic semantics override or coerce lexical 
semantics (e.g. Talmy �000). Another position is that there exists a complex interaction 
between all the various semantic structures in all degrees of schematicity (e.g. Langacker 
this volume). Following the research presented in Glynn (�00�, �004b, �008), we make 
the assumption that syntactic variation affects a polysemy network, and that its effect can-
not be satisfactorily predicted by positing meaning structure associated with grammatical 
forms and classes a priori. We must, therefore, account for this variable as an integral part 
of semantic description. The ramifications of this final point are important. It means that 
for a given lemma, or root lexeme, there will be semantic variation depending on its syn-
tagmatic context. In other words, its collocation, grammatical class, and even tense or case 
will necessarily affect the meaning of the item.8 

This may seem obvious, but to date, within Cognitive Linguistics, the role of this pa-
rameter in meaning description has not been considered. We adopt the solution presented 
in Glynn (in press): instead of treating the polysemy structure of a lexeme as it is expressed 
for a single part of speech, each lexeme is treated as a onomasiological field, or set of para-
synonyms. This should allow the investigation to meet up with the current movement in 
Collostructional Analysis (Stefanowitsch and Gries �003; Gries and Stefanowitsch �004).

8. The term ‘lemma’ is used following the parlance of corpus linguistics, where it signifies the range of 
formal variants of the root lexeme.
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 Polysemy, syntax, and variation 8�

�.� Extra-linguistic variation and meaning as usage

Different people use different words in different situations in different ways. This, it would 
seem, is an undeniable fact of language. In a usage-based approach to language, we must 
necessarily account for the extra-linguistic factors that this simple statement entails. In 
other words, the usage and therefore meaning of a lexeme is different in different situa-
tions and this semantic variation, or polysemy, is our object of study. The methodology 
presented here is an attempt at developing a procedure that accounts for extra-linguistic 
factors, while it is in keeping with the theoretical tenets of Cognitive Linguistics. The basic 
assumption is that rather than identify conceptual structure, we identify the various fac-
tors of usage that are a result of the conceptual structure that speakers associate with a given 
form. The principal factors are dialectal (regional variation), sociolectal (social variation), 
and register-specific (medium variation).

It seems that the only way to describe the effect of such factors on usage is through 
corpus-driven quantitative research. The principle is simple: the co-occurrence of fea-
tures, relative to given “factor variables”, represents structural tendencies in the use of a 
form. In other words, clusters of semantic features and/or the absence of features in given 
linguistic and extra-linguistic contexts, are indicators of the meaning of a word. Biber 
(�995), one of the most important figures in the application of this method, describes this 
succinctly. In the following quote, his “communicative functions” could be paraphrased as 
the conceptualisation associated with a form.

Factor interpretations depend on the assumption that linguistic co-occurrence patterns 
reflect underlying communicative functions. That is, particular sets of linguistics features 
co-occur frequently in texts because they serve related sets of communicative functions. 
 (Biber �995: ��5)

In various forms, the work of Dirven et al. (�98�), Geeraerts et al. (�994), Fischer (�000), 
and Schmid (�000) makes this assumption and it is accepted here a priori. 

This assumption is most important and has strong implications for semantic research 
generally. Employing this method and accepting this assumption means that instead of 
positing senses and attempting to distinguish them, we simply identify patterns of usage. 
Degrees of distinctiveness between these patterns may be treated as a statistical question: 
relative to a given situation (referent, register, region etc.) what is the probability that a 
given pattern will be used? Approached in this manner, sense identification and distinc-
tion are merely summaries, albeit useful ones, of the multifactorial complexity of real lan-
guage use.

�. A quantitative multifactorial case study of polysemy: hassle

In this section we follow a simple case study that shows how a Quantitative Multifactorial 
method reveals semantic structures that other methods cannot. We examine the semantic 
structure of the lexeme hassle in British and American English. The Fifth Edition of Shorter 
Oxford English Dictionary and Webster’s Third International Dictionary define hassle as:
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  verb trans. and intrans. Bother, pester, harass (a person); quarrel or wrangle over (some-
thing). noun. A problem, a difficulty; a quarrel, an argument; fuss, bother. (SOED)

  n �. heated argument : WRANGLE. B: a violent skirmish: FIGHT. �: a protracted debate: 
CONTROVERSY. 3 a: a state of confusion or commotion: TURMOIL. B: a strenuous effort: 
STRUGGLE. vi ARGUE, FIGHT, DISPUTE. (Webster’s)

Although a semantic analysis should not be compared with a dictionary entry, when 
people are asked to consult their intuition, these definitions seem adequate. There is no 
mention of variation between American and British, nor any mention of grammatical 
variation outside the two verbal forms and two nominal forms (the latter implied in the 
British definition) of hassle. Let us see what a coarse-grained quantitative usage-based and 
multifactorial investigation reveals. 

�.1  The corpus and annotation

The mainstay of corpus-driven research focuses on syntactic structures and to these ends 
powerful parsing technology exists. However, for lexical semantics, tagged corpora are 
less essential. The most important features of a corpus for the study of content words are 
its representivity and sheer size. Content words repeat infrequently and lexical variation is 
typically sensitive to extra-linguistic factors. These two conditions mean that for a lexical 
semantic study to capture any degree of semantic subtlety of even the most common usag-
es associated with a given lexeme, the corpus must be large and preferably representative 
of various types of language and register. It is for these reasons that commercially available 
corpora are less appropriate for lexical semantic investigations. One alternative is to use 
the internet as a source from which one may build a corpus. Although the internet suffers 
from thematic bias in its emphasis on “new technologies” as well as a bias of age and social 
class, the various media that it includes (such as Internet Relay Chat, Usenet, news press, 
blog-diaries, etc.), mean that a reasonable range of language types is represented. 

The current study uses two corpora. The first was made using commercially available 
“web spiders” that allow one to download large quantities of internet files of a specific 
kind and from specified servers. The ability to select servers allows one to be reasonably 
certain about the origin of the text, which is important for concerns of dialect variation. 
The second corpus was developed by D. Speelman at the University of Leuven and is made 
up of data extracted from the LiveJournal on-line diary server. LiveJournal represents pos-
sibly the largest blog server currently in existence and it kindly allowed us to extract our 
text. One important feature of the LiveJournal database is that blog-writers must identify 
which secondary school they attended along with its address. This allows us to be almost 
entirely certain as to the dialectal origin of the text. 

Despite a reasonable range of language types and topics of discourse, these corpora 
are not as representative as one would normally wish. In order to account for content 
bias, both theme (topic of discourse) and register (or language type) are systematically 
annotated. These two parameters as well as dialect, American English versus British 
English, make up our extra-linguistic factors. Since, within Cognitive Linguistics, we 
hold that language is a symbolic pairing of form and meaning, the examples are also 
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 Polysemy, syntax, and variation 8�

annotated for these two basic linguistic parameters. However, in order to operationalise 
the annotation and render the feature analysis as objective as possible, these parameters 
were further broken down into a range of variables. These variables can be summarised 
as four variable groups, two for the parameter of meaning and two for form. Firstly, for 
the parameter of form, the morpho-syntactic variables were coded separately from the 
argument structure. This means that the largely objective task of identifying part-of-
speech, tense, and so forth can be kept separate from the more theoretically dependent 
criterion of argument structure.

For the semantic parameter of the feature analysis, the annotation is again divided. 
Firstly, the more objective of the two variable groups is that of argument types and their re-
lations. Here information such as animacy versus inanimacy and abstractness versus con-
creteness, as well as (non) familiarity between actors or their power relations, and so forth, 
are annotated. This is largely objective, although for the adjectival and nominal profilings, 
this annotation becomes less insightful. However, for the instantiation of a semantic frame, 
we must note that although one may still annotate backgrounded participants by looking 
back in the text, this is not always practically possible. A distinction was maintained in the 
annotation between overt (i.e. profiled and linguistically expressed in the utterance) and 
covert (backgrounded and not expressed in the utterance) arguments. When there was 
doubt as to the nature of an argument or an argument relation, it was not annotated.

The second dimension, or variable group, of semantic annotation was the effect on the 
patient. It is similar to the stimulus feature in the FrameNet project. This feature is highly 
subjective and thus its results must be treated with caution. The variable includes twelve 
reasonably fine-grained distinctions that attempt to capture the “effect” upon the patient, 
such as a “request” being made of the patient or that the patient “feels imposed upon” or 
“interrupted”. In total, for both the formal and semantic features, �4 variables were anno-
tated. Some of these, such as the morpho-syntactic tagging, were made up of more than 
30 binomial values.

�.� Techniques for Quantitative Analysis

Once the feature analysis is complete and all data are annotated, we need to search for 
correlations in the frequency of features, relative to the different variables. The field of 
statistics has an abundance of analytical techniques open for both exploratory investiga-
tion and hypothesis testing. The former is used to look for patterns in the data that may 
be informative; the second is used to determine if these patterns are significant or merely 
coincidental for a given dataset. This second step is essential since no dataset, no matter 
how large, can ever represent the reality of the population, in linguistic terms, the culmi-
nation of utterances that make up a language. 

The results of the feature annotation take the form of cross-tabulations of frequencies, 
or contingency tables. This may be rephrased as: how often given features occur relative 
to the different variables specified. In order to examine these results statistically, we must 
choose from the wide range of exploratory techniques available for the study of categori-
cal data. Our choice is determined by two factors. Firstly because manual semantic coding 
is labour intensive, our frequency results are relatively small. Obviously the larger the 
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dataset, the more reliable the results are, and therefore the more statistical techniques 
become reliable. Secondly, our data are categorical; they are made up of cross-tabulated 
frequencies of observed features. In other words, either feature x is present or it is not. 
However, many of the most powerful statistical techniques are designed for the treatment 
of continuous data and are not appropriate for our categorical results. 

Categorical Principal Component Analysis is one of the possible techniques for the 
treatment of feature frequency in lexical analysis. However, this is a relatively new tech-
nique and has not yet been widely applied to this sort of data. Of the various cluster tech-
niques, Model-Based Cluster Analysis may also be appropriate. This has the advantage 
of being suited to categorical data but has the disadvantage that the number of clusters 
must be specified before the analysis. Hierarchical Cluster Analysis is another option and 
is successfully used by Rice (�999), Divjak (�006, and Gries �006), Gries (�006), Gries 
and Divjak (this volume), and Gries and Stefanowitsch (in press). Since we are exploring 
methodological techniques, it would be useful to examine a different method. The method 
employed here will be Correspondence Analysis. This technique is amongst the simplest 
to apply and is suited to categorical data. 

All these techniques are designed for exploratory analysis. They are used to look for 
patterns in the data that may be representative of significant structure. However, they do 
not estimate the probability that a given correlation is statistically significant. Significance 
is the likelihood that the correlation, or relationship between sets of features and variables, 
is representative of the language as a whole and not just a coincidence in the dataset. In 
other words, we need to test to determine the probability that a given pattern observed in 
the data is a result of real factors and not merely coincidence. Obviously, the smaller the 
number of examples, the harder it is to be sure that the results are representative of the 
complexity of language reality.

There are many mathematical tests one may use to determine “statistical significance”. 
There exist also predictive techniques that examine many different variables simultane-
ously and even offer information as to the relative importance, or effect, of the different 
variables on the data. Logistic Regression Analysis and Log-Linear Analysis are probably 
the most appropriate for semantic research. However, for our current purposes, Corre-
spondence Analysis, combined with certain significance tests, should suffice.

�.� Analysis. The interplay of formal, semantic, and extralinguistic variables

Firstly, let us begin with the formal variation of the lemma. Although it is no secret that 
different parts of speech or certain collocations result in semantic variation for a single 
lemma, this parameter is rarely accounted for in polysemy study. Typically one form is 
chosen and considered in isolation. This, of course, runs contrary to the tenets of Cogni-
tive Linguistics where the different forms associated with the lexical category are choices 
available for the different profilings of that category. It follows that we should attempt to 
account for this variation.

The corpus reveals a range of adjectival, nominal, gerundive, and verbal forms of the 
lemma hassle. The attributive adjectival forms are relatively infrequent. Example (�) is 
typical:
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 (�) Specifically, she is interested in how hassling events influence attitudes toward re-frequent-
ing a particular store. <www.uncw.edu/aa/�005-�006/csb.html>

The predicative adjectives are common. Although two possible argument structures are 
possible, a simple stative and a second that expresses the cause of the ‘hassle’ with an 
oblique, the former is extremely rare. The vast majority of cases overtly express the Cause, 
which is introduced by with, by, over, at, because, for, or due to.

 (�) I keep an eye on things when I can but I'm well hassled by numerous stuff at the moment. 
<news:9bp�e4$rj$�@pegasus.csx.cam.ac.uk>

For practical reasons, we will not examine the adjectival forms in any depth. 
The nominal variation is important. Other than the gerund, there are mass nouns and 

both singular and plural count nouns. Let us look at some frequencies of this form relative 
to dialect. Firstly, we may conflate the singular and plural forms of the count noun. Using 
the Binomial Exact Test and the Proportional Chi-Squared Test, it is very improbable that 
there exists a significant difference relative to each other or relative to the dialect variation. 
In our comparison, we may also include gerunds. However, the gerundive examples pose 
certain problems in the annotation of their frame structure. Following the FrameNet proj-
ect, one may divide the gerund examples into “verbal” and “nominal” examples. Although 
this may at first seem unnecessary, the examples clearly separate into instances where the 
gerund is part of an event structure and where it is part of a nominal profiling. Neverthe-
less, relative to dialect, both the nominal and verbal gerunds behave in the same manner, 
both being highly associated with American English.

In Table �, we see that although there are relatively similar frequencies of nominals 
across the two dialects (�79 out of 344 and �98 out of 347 occurrences in the respective 
dialects), their plexity is far from uniform. The Proportional Test is used to demonstrate 
that it is highly probable that these differences are significant. The p-values are listed in 
the table. Any figure less than 0.05 should be read as significant. Obviously, the closer to 
zero, the “more reliable” that degree of significance becomes. So, for example in Table �, 
a p-value of �.�e-�6 (or 0.0000000000000000��) is extremely significant. The difference 
in the frequency of the gerund is also significant, but less so. The Proportional Test uses 
the Chi-square algorithm and so becomes unreliable with figures under �0. However, the 
same test applied to the relative British and American frequencies of the verbal gerundive 
(UK: 4/�6�, US: ��/�43) gives us a p-value of < 0.00�. Finally, if the nominal and verbal 
gerundives are combined to give a purely formal category of “gerund” (UK: 6/344, US: 
34/347), the test still gives a p-value of < 0.00�. Therefore, we can be sure that the gerund is 
highly associated with American English and highly dissociated with British. The different 

Table 1. Nominal frequency relative to dialect

Nominal variation UK US Total Prop. Test

Mass �44  70 ��4 �.�e-�6
Count  33 ��6 �49 �.30e-��
Nom. gerund   �  ��  �4 0.0��99
Total �79 �98 377
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grammatical profiling of mass noun, count noun, and gerund obviously represent differ-
ent meanings of the lexeme. This is an example of the effect of an extralinguistic factor 
upon semantic structure. Such extralinguistic concerns cannot be sidelined as question 
of social variation. They make up part of our understanding of how language is used, and 
therefore part of the encyclopaedic semantics associated with a given form. Let us turn 
now to the interplay of formal and semantic factors.

In an effort to capture semantic structure without direct annotation of semantic fea-
tures that tend to be subjectively determined, we can draw on the model of Frame Seman-
tics and annotate Actor types and Relations. In order to see the difference in usage between 
the nominal and the verbal examples, we may examine the differences in which Actor 
types are associated with which grammatical constructions. Several of the most common 
Actor types include a known or “specified” human (Hum_spec), an unknown or non-
specified human (Hum_NtSpec), abstract events (Ab_Evnt), concrete events (Ccrt_Evnt), 
abstract states-of-affairs (Ab_SoA), and concrete things (Thing). Using Correspondence 
Analysis, we may investigate the relationship between these different Actor types and the 
constructions. Four constructions are considered here: simple transitive verbs (Trans), 
transitive verbs with an oblique argument (Trans-obl), resultatives (Result), and nomi-
nals (Nominal). Correspondence Analysis uses a reasonably simple statistical technique 
to examine relative degrees of association. The resulting plots are should be interpreted 
visually, correlations being depicted by relative proximity. The numbers indicated on the 
axes are there to help determine this relative proximity. 

The first obvious grouping (i) is the association between the nominals and inanimate 
actors. Here, Cause-Actors that are abstract and concrete events, things, and states-of-af-
fairs are clustered with the nominal profiling. This is contrasted with group (ii) that brings 
together the three verbial constructions and the animate Cause-Actors types. Although an 
institution is technically not animate, it is clearly a borderline case. In the data, institutions 

Figure 1. Correlation between Parts of Speech and Actor types

(i)

(ii)

(iii)
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were often whole-for-part metonyms where a bank, university, or some other institution 
was used to stand for the individuals ‘hassling’ the Patient.

 (3)  Debtors have the right to ask collection agencies or any source hassling them for debt col-
lection to stop. <www.public.asu.edu/~hkartadi/laws_in_credit_repair>

More specifically, for the third cluster, the resultative constructions are highly associated 
with “specified human” Actors. Indeed, they overlap to the extent that the plot is difficult 
to read. The simple Transitive argument structure is neutral in regard to the specificity 
of the human feature where the Transitive-Oblique construction is associated with non-
specified humans and also institutions. Notice also that known specified human through 
to institution is depicted as a cline from top to bottom of the group. This suggests that 
animacy is indeed related to the different Argument structures and grammatical construc-
tions, the resultatives being highly associated with animate Cause-Actors but that this ani-
macy becomes less important for the Cause-Actors of simple Transitive constructions and 
then less again for the Transitive–Oblique constructions. Let us consider some examples:

 (4) a. since I still have to go through all the hassle of US Immigration  
<forum.flightmapping.com/forum_posts.asp?TID=59�andget=last>

  b. … my physics exam tomorrow afternoon … I have been switching rapidly between 
thinking that it’s going to be a piece of piss and thinking I should just top myself 
now and save the hassle. 

 (5) a. Well, I had been hassling Argo for a while to implement my ‘wish list’ into …  
www.heyrick.co.uk/voyager/newsagent/intro.html

  b.  You were the one hassling me for an answer.  
<www.thefridayproject.co.uk/talk/archive/index.php/t-7�0-p-�.htm>

 (6) a. Some smokers also have a dream that someday the non-smoking world will quit 
hassling them about their smoking.  
<www.nap.edu/books/0309064090/html/�69.html>

  b. It had me chortling for minutes. If the money’s in his wife’s account, why aren’t they 
hassling her? <www.thefridayproject.co.uk/talk/archive/index.php/t-��6�.html>

Example (4) is typical of the examples captured by the plot in group (i). The choice of the 
nominal profiling for such events is quite “logical” and we can safely say that non-animate 
Cause types are suited to the “meaning” expressed by the nominal profiling. Similarly, ex-
ample (5) represents what seems to be intuitively clear. It is intuitively sound that known 
human Causes should be common in the resultative examples. What is perhaps less ob-
vious is the animacy cline from familiarity through unfamiliarity to institutional Cause 
Actors correlating with resultative, simple transitive, and transitive-oblique constructions. 
This is visible if we compare examples (5) with those in (6). 

However, with small frequencies, Correspondence Analysis becomes sensitive to dis-
tortions and is less reliable. Although the fact that Transitive–Oblique constructions are 
highly associated with unfamiliar-human Cause-Actors is intuitively reasonable, it needs 
further corroboration. It is crucial to remember that this technique is merely an explor-
atory technique restricted to positing possible linguistic structure. Example (6) is offered 
to show the type of examples that the rather heterogeneous group (iii) represents. 
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The Intransitive construction was not added to the above Correspondence Analysis 
because it had low frequencies for all but one of the Actor types. If we look at a couple of 
the Intransitive examples, we will see why this is a distinct usage.

 (7) a. Officer McCoy, me and him was hassling and my gun went off…  
<www.privy-council.org.uk/files/other/forrester%�0Bowe-rtf.rtf>

  b. It made all the surfers really spread out and we weren’t all hassling on the one peak. 
<oneillcwc.asglive.com/daysix>

As we see in the example (7), this usage is semantically distinct from examples (4) to (6). 
The Intransitive construction is relatively infrequent in the corpus and is semantically 
marked (despite its prominence in the dictionary entries cited above). This construction 
draws our attention to an inherent weakness in the quantitative method: infrequent oc-
currences cannot easily be taken into account. This is a reminder that a corpus-driven 
quantitative investigation should work in tandem with other methods. The markedness of 
the Intransitive brings us to the importance of the different constructions associated with 
the verbal form of the lexeme.

Six basic syntactic forms are revealed. These constructions fall out from the annota-
tion of the different arguments as various semantic roles. In order to capture the different 
argument structures, the semantic roles of Actor, Cause, Patient, Instrument, and Goal 
were employed. These were assigned to Subject, Object, and Oblique for all verbal ex-
amples. Let us examine the constructions that result from this annotation.

 A. Cause-Oblique Transitive
  Sub.   Pred.   Obj.   Obl.
  She hassled me because of my spots.
  Act.   Pred.   Pat.   Cause.
  ex.: We should all quit hassling the nice oil companies about profits. 
  <www.alternate-heaven.com>
 B. Transitive 
  Sub.   Pred.   Obj.
  He hassled me.
  Act./Cause.   Pred.   Pat.
  ex.: In fact, she hassled him so thoroughly on the street that she made him…
  <www.izzlepfaff.com/blog/archives/�004/03/>
 C. Resultative
  Sub.   Pred.   Obj.   Obl.
  She hassled me to eat.
  Act./Ag.   Pred.   Pat.   Goal.
  ex.: If you are caught without the necessary papers/stamp, they hassle you into thinking 

they will detain… <www.brama.com/travel/messages/4994.html>
 D. Subject-Patient Transitive
  Sub.   Pred.   Oblique
  He hassled over it.
  Act./Pat.   Pred.   Cause.
  ex.: Everyone these days is hassling over their weight when they should be hassling about 

their families. <www.faqfarm.com/Q/How_long_does_it_take_a_��-year-old_to_lose_
weight>
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 E. Instrumental-Oblique Transitive
  Sub.   Pred.   Obj.   with-Oblique
  He can hassle you with spies.
  Act.   Pred.   Pat.   Ag.
  ex.: Stop hassling me main man with constant calls! <www.o�.co.uk/services/messaging/

voicemail90�/celebrityvoicemail>
 F. Intransitive
  Sub.    Pred.
  She hassles
  Act.   Pred.
  ex.: see example (6).

There is, of course, considerably more formal variation than this, especially in the various 
types of oblique. Differences between hassle into something and hassle to do something 
or hassle over and hassle with represent more than synonymous formal variation. Such 
variation has clear semantic characteristics. For example, the Cause-Oblique Transitive 
construction (A) combines with a very wide range of oblique forms, coded with prepo-
sitions such as for, because, over, and on. It is most likely that such syntactic variation 
contributes to the polysemy of the lexeme. Here we must, however, restrict ourselves to a 
coarse-grained investigation. 

Firstly, let us see if these forms occur equally across the dialects considered. Again we 
can use the proportional test to determine whether the differences between the frequen-
cies of each construction are significant. 

The results of the proportional test reveal a significant difference between the dialects 
in the use of the Patient-Oblique Transitive and Resultative Constructions. The latter is 
especially associated with British English and not American. The other clear difference 
between the dialects is the use of the Patient-Oblique Construction, which is rare in Brit-
ish but relatively common in American.

Since we have seen that the two dialects are markedly different in their constructional 
variation for the lexeme, we should investigate how those constructions are associated with 
different senses for each dialect separately. Once again we can turn to the exploratory tech-
nique of Correspondence Analysis for a visualisation of the correlations. If we combine the 
frequency tables of the constructional variation with one of the semantic variables, we may 
find correlations between these two variables. The variable of stimulus, or the kind of ef-
fect the Cause of the hassle-event has upon the Patient, must be annotated using subjective 

Table 2. Dialect variation of construction

Construction UK US Prop. Test

A  Cause-Oblique Trans.  �0 �� 0.0�463
B  Transitive ��0 8� –
C  Resultative  34 �� 0.003387
D  Patient-Oblique Trans.   � �� �.36e-0�
E  Instr.-Oblique Trans.   �  4 0.�996
F  Intransitive   4  3 –
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judgement. However, if results gleaned from its annotation are statistically significant and 
intuitively plausible, then we may tentatively employ this variable in our analysis.

The plot below represents the results of a Correspondence Analysis of six construc-
tions against six different stimuli. The stimuli considered here are “interrupt-disturb” (in-
terrupt), “repetition-boredom” (rep), “energy-time” (energy), “mental-stress” (mental), 
“imposition-intrusion” (impose), and “request-solicit” (request). The Intransitive Con-
struction is not included since it was not annotated for stimulus. 

Immediately, three correlations are apparent. Firstly, the proximity of the “request” 
stimulus to the Resultative Construction (C), indicated by (i) on the plot, is a result of what 
is an intuitively reasonable association. A large percentage of the resultative occurrences 
describe situations where something is being asked of the patient. Examples (8a)–(8c) are 
typical of the Resultative Construction–“request” feature correlation. 

 (8) a. Be prepared it is pricey and if you’ve booked a table you’ll be given a maximum of � 
hours before the staff start hassling you to have desserts and/or last…  
<www.viewlondon.co.uk/info_Pubbar_6564.html>

  b. You were the one hassling me for an answer, not the other way round  
<www.thefridayproject.co.uk/talk/archive/>

  c. Chad Holleman was hassling Preston for the phone number of some girl he … 
<www.cheddarheads.co.uk/nfle/nfle0�/week07.htm>

The relative frequency and importance of this association is clear. Consider below the 
frequency of occurrences of this construction combined with the “request” feature relative 
to other semantic features and other constructions. Although by no means a unique cor-
relation, its association is relatively high. Below, we see how its correlation compares with 
other construction–stimulus feature cross-tabulations.

(iii)

(i)

(ii)

Figure 2. Construction–stimulus correlation in British English
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The association between the “request” feature and the Resultative Construction rela-
tive to the other stimulus features and constructions should be evident. 

Secondly, the association depicted in Figure � between the stimulus feature of “impo-
sition” with the Transitive construction (B) and the Cause-Oblique Transitive construc-
tion (A) is no surprise. These two constructions are the most commonly occurring just 
as this stimulus feature, “impose”, is the most common. Moreover, this is true for both 
dialects. It seems plausible that the two basic transitive constructions should be associated 
with instances of people imposing themselves upon other people. An intuitive reading of 
the dataset would surely lead a non-quantitative linguistic analysis to propose this sense 
as a basic sense of verbial hassle. Examples (9a)–(9c) are typical.

 (9) a … aggressive beggars who profit by hassling members of the public.  
<archive.thisisoxfordshire.co.uk/�00�/8/�5>

  b. I hate those charities who employ people to hassle you on the streets.  
<www.tiscali.co.uk/forums/showthread.php?t=�08045>

  c. However, get there early and there'll be no door staff and no one will hassle you. 
<www.edinburghmetalscene.co.uk/archive/index.php/t-��359.html>

Correspondence Analysis visualises the intuitively sound generality of this sense and 
identifies its correlation in a quantitative and automated fashion. 

The third correlation (iii) is between the stimulus feature of “energy” and the Patient-
Oblique Construction (D: hassle over Pat.). Due to the low frequency of this construction 
in British, we must be cautious in reading the plot at this point. However, again this cor-
relation is intuitively valid. 

 (�0) a. Instead of hassling with multiple drives attached to different computers, you can 
back it all up to one central location – automatically.  
<www.pixmania.co.uk/uk/uk/�83689/art/maxtor/onetouch-iii-shared-stora>

  b. No more hassling with your laptops touchpad or pointing stick.  
<computing.kelkoo.co.uk/>

These examples are typical of those in question and they support the hypothesis that the 
meaning of the construction fits with the semantics of exhorting energy over something.

Let us turn to the American case. The raw results differ considerably. Let us begin by 
introducing another three stimulus features that may be relevant. In American English 
there is a reasonable number of examples where the act of judging the patient negatively 
is the cause of the state of hassle. These examples were coded as “condemnation”. The two 
other relevant stimulus features may be referred to as “repetition”, where the patient is 
hassled due to some repetitive event and “interruption”, where it is an interruption event 
that has caused the patient hassle. 

Table 3. Request–resultative correlation in British English

Stimulus feature Resultative Cx (C)  
(34 total)

Transitive Cx (B)  
(110 total) 

Cause-Obliq. Cx (A)  
(10 total)

Request �� �5 �
Impose �8 86 8
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Notice the significant differences between the two dialects on the frequency of the 
stimulus features of “energy”, “condemnation”, and “request”. “Energy” and “condemna-
tion” are significantly associated with American and not British, contrary to “imposition”, 
“request”, and “interruption”. Let us plot just the American results here against the con-
structional variation, once again using Correspondence Analysis.

Again, we see the grouping (i) that is a result of the association between the feature 
“energy” and Patient-Oblique construction (D). This further verifies the association wit-
nessed for the British data, especially since the data are less sparse for this construction in 
the American dataset. Similarly, although less common in American, the semantic feature 
“request” is again highly associated with the resultative construction (ii). Lastly, and also 
similar to the British data, we have the rough grouping of the more common semantic 
features and more “basic” grammatical constructions (iii). That is to say, relative to the 
feature “energy” and the Patient-Oblique construction, as well certain other outliers, these 
more general semantic features and constructions are clustered. The principal difference 
between the British and American results here is the outliers. The Intransitive Construc-
tion (F) and perhaps also Instrumental-Oblique Transitive construction (E) seem to lack 

Table 4. Dialect variation for stimulus feature

Stimulus British American Prop. Test

request  47 �3 0.0�008
imposition ��4 87 0.087
repetition  �0  8 –
interruption  �8  9 0.�96�
energy   6 �8 0.000679
condemnation   � �3 7.05e-03
thought  �3 30 –

Figure 3. Construction–stimulus correlation in American English
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strong associations with any of these semantic features. Likewise, the semantic feature of 
“thought” is not associated with anything, though it is clearly dissociated from “request” 
and “condemnation”. This differs from British, where “repetition” was the outlier. Perhaps 
more data is needed to capture these relations or perhaps they are not particularly associ-
ated with any grammatical constructions or any other stimulus features. 

Finally, not only does the similarity between the plots in Figure � and Figure 3 tell 
us that the correlations between this semantic variable and the grammatical construc-
tions are relatively similar across the two dialects, having two different datasets serves as 
a test, adding weight to the hypothesis that these correlations are valid. The next logical 
step at this point would be to use the dialect as dependent variable and submit the data 
to a Logistic Regression Analysis. This technique is a confirmatory technique that would 
allow us to verify this hypothesis. We will not, however, move to confirmatory techniques 
in this study.

Let us examine another semantic feature. Each example was coded as to whether there 
was an element of humour involved. Again this feature is subjective in nature and so only 
very significant differences should be considered reliable. The results here show again a 
significant difference between the dialects as well as a strong association with one of the 
constructions. 

To begin with, the use of humour and this lexeme is essentially a British characteristic. 
Out of the �6� British verbal examples, at least 7� were humorous against �7 out of �4� 
American examples. The proportional test gives a p-value < 0.00�, which should be sig-
nificant enough to make up for almost any degree of error in the subjective nature of this 
annotation used. We will, therefore, focus exclusively on the British data for the descrip-
tion of this feature. 

We see here that although humour has a high association with both the simple Transi-
tive and Resultative constructions, its association with the Resultative is very significant 
relative to the overall number of Resultative examples. In other words, although there are 
more examples of humorous + Transitive co-occurrences, nearly all the Resultatives were 
humorous. 

It must also be remembered that this construction is highly associated with the British 
dialect as well as the semantic feature of “request”. This was visible in Table 4, above. This 
shows how the “request” feature is associated with British relative to American, but also 
that “condemnation” is highly associated with American and not British. Now consider 
the relations between “humour” and the stimulus features for British.

Table 5. Construction–humour correlation in British English

Construction +Humour –Humour Prop. Test

A  Cause-Oblique Trans.  �  8 –
B  Transitive 4� 69 0.0534
C  Resultative �6  8 �.0�e-0�
D  Patient-Oblique Trans.  0  � –
E  Instrumt.-Oblique Trans.  0  � –
F  Intransitive  0  4 –
Total 69 9�
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Here we see a strikingly similar correlation to the correlation between the “request” 
feature and the Resultative construction relative to the “imposition” and the more seman-
tically schematic Transitive construction presented in Table 5. Although there are more 
humorous examples that possess the stimulus feature of “imposition”, there are almost two 
times more humorous than non-humorous examples that possess the “request” feature. 

This clustering of correlations is beginning to give the picture of semantic structure. 
The “request” stimulus is associated with the “resultative” construction and both with the 
humour feature, all three of which are typical of British English and not American. Many 
would call this a meaning of hassle. 

We can subject these data to another Correspondence Analysis in order to visualise 
this correlation. Since this correlation is between three variables, we employ Multiple Cor-
respondence Analysis which follows quite a different procedure but one that is based on 
similar mathematical principles and whose plots should be interpreted in a similar man-
ner. Figure 4 plots the combinations of the frequencies of constructions and stimulus fea-
tures against the occurrence and non-occurrence of the “humour” feature.

Firstly, the plot reveals the correlation of the Resultative construction (AS.C), the 
stimulus feature of “request” (stim.req), and the humour feature. However, the “humour” 
feature is, as we know from Table 5, also correlated with the simple Transitive construc-

Table 6. Stimulus–humour correlation in British English

Stimulus feature +Humour –Humour

request 3� �6
imposition 44 70
repetition  5  5
interruption ��  7
energy  �  4

(i)

(ii)

Figure 4. Construction, stimulus, and humour correlation
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tion (AS.B) and the “imposition” feature, cf. Table 3. We see this in the proximity of the 
two groups and the fact that the “humour” feature (hmr.Hmr) is also plotted close to the 
“imposition” feature and the Transitive. It is for this reason that the groups seem to over-
lap. The second grouping, of the “imposition” feature (stim.impos), the “–humour” feature 
(hmr.NtHmr), and the simple Transitive Construction, depicts the kind of usages we saw 
in example (9), arguably one of the most basic usages of the lexeme.

Importantly, one should note the distance between the features “repetition” (stim.
rep) and “interruption” (stim.interrupt) and the constructions Oblique-Cause (AS.A) and 
Resultative (AS.C). Although we cannot say these stimulus features are highly associated 
with the simple Transitive construction (AS.B), relative to the other two constructions, 
there seems to be some association. This is one of the difficulties of reading plots produced 
in Correspondence Analysis. We cannot say, for instance, that “imposition” is more closely 
associated with the Oblique-Cause construction than “repetition” or “interruption”, be-
cause these latter two are also plotted in association with the Resultative and Transitive 
constructions. When we look at the frequencies for these correlations this becomes clear. 
In fact, these two stimulus features had zero co-occurrence with both the Transitive and 
Resultative constructions, yet �� (repetition) and �7 (interruption) occurrences with the 
Oblique-Cause construction. Although small numbers, relative to the �6� British verbal 
occurrences, this is not negligible. 

�. Summary

Although nominals are equally distributed across the two dialects, closer inspection re-
veals variation. In American, these grammatical classes are generally profiled by gerunds 
and count-nouns; where in British one finds almost exclusively mass-noun profiling. The 
semantic variation this almost surely entails was not investigated. However, semantic 
variation was investigated between the nominal and verbial profilings. A Correspondence 
Analysis examined the different constructions associated with the lemma and correlated 
them with Agent types. This revealed what seems to be a clear tendency: the nominal 
forms are highly associated with Agents that are either events or inanimate things. These 
Agent types constitute a cline from events through inanimate things to familiar-humans. 
Verbial forms are at the other end of this continuum and are highly associated with famil-
iar-human Agents. We can describe this difference in usage as polysemic structure. The 
same analysis discerned another pattern. At the animate end of the continuum, a sub-cline 
appears, tending from familiar-human through unfamiliar-human to institution. Along 
this cline of Agent types, the Resultative construction tends to be associated with familiar-
humans in contrast to the Transitive and Transitive-Oblique constructions which tend 
towards “less” animate Agents. 

Focusing on verbials, the annotation revealed that six grammatical constructions are 
associated with the verbal forms of the lemma. Instead of performing a Collostructional 
Analysis, we continued to investigate the different semantic features associated with each 
lexeme-construction pairing relative to dialect. Firstly, some construction-pairs seem 
highly associated with one of the two dialects. For example, the Resultative is essentially 
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a British usage and the Passive-Oblique Transitive is almost exclusively American. Due to 
this formal variation between the dialects, the semantic structure was examined for each 
language variety independently. One of the constructions, the Intransitive construction, 
was semantically distinct, but its frequency too low to be included a quantitative study.

The semantic analysis focused on two semantic variables. The first of these, the ‘stimu-
lus’ feature, correlates with different constructions in significantly different ways. How-
ever, despite the ‘stimulus’ feature variation between constructions and the variation in 
construction frequency between the dialects, the stimulus–construction associations be-
have in a similar manner across the dialects. In both cases, the Resultative construction 
is highly associated with the stimulus of “request” and, importantly, highly disassociated 
with the other stimulus features and constructions. This adds weight to the first Corre-
spondence Analysis, which suggests that the Resultative is distinct in its association with 
familiar-human Agents. In addition, a second distinct association was revealed. The Sub-
ject-Patient Transitive construction is highly and distinctly associated with the stimulus 
feature of “energy”. Again this is true of both dialects. Regrettably, this could not be treated 
in depth. A final correlation brought out by these two Correspondence Analyses is that 
for both dialects there is a clear association between Cause-Oblique Transitive and the 
stimulus of “imposition”, where the patient feels put upon by someone or something. Un-
fortunately, this association also had to be left aside for future investigation. 

Finally, we focused on the typically British usage that combines the Resultative con-
struction, the stimulus of “request”, and the familiar-human Agent. To this, we added the 
second semantic variable, “humour”. Here again, we see a highly significant association 
with the British usage of the lexeme. Moreover, there is strong correlation between the 
“humour” feature and the “request” feature, as well as between “humour” and the Resulta-
tive construction. The grouping of these features, all of which are distinct relative to other 
features and forms and specific to British English also coincides with the association of 
familiar-human Agents that was revealed in the first Correspondence Analysis. Together 
such a cluster of forms and usages could be reasonably argued to represent a “meaning” 
of hassle.

This possibility was considered in a Multiple Correspondence Analysis. Its results cor-
roborate what is seen in the individual cross-tabulations. However, the analysis suggests 
that although humour is highly associated with the Resultative–“request” correlation, it is 
also somewhat characteristic, at least in British, of another more general meaning. In that, 
the most common construction, the simple Transitive construction, correlates with the 
most common stimulus feature, “imposition” and this form-meaning pair lies in between 
the “humour” and “non-humour” features in the results of the Multiple Correspondence 
Analysis. This finding is intuitively reasonable since the use of humour is generally char-
acteristic of the British dataset.

This raises a final important point. Although these correlations of semantic features 
such as humour and linguistic forms such as the Resultative can be argued to represent 
part of the polysemic (semasiological) structure of hassle, we must be wary of thematic 
bias. In other words, these characteristics might be features of the corpus rather than the 
lexeme in question. Since the kind of language found on the Internet tends to belong to 
younger speakers and is biased for their topics of discourse, it is possible that this misrep-
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resents the importance of this usage in British English. However, the two datasets, British 
and American, are of the same text type, so we can confidently say that for the quasi-spo-
ken language of the blog-diaries, the differences between the two dialects, relative to this 
language type, are valid generalisations. Nevertheless, it seems reasonable to assume these 
findings do represent the language as a whole, but cohort studies with different language 
types need to be undertaken to verify this. 

Last but not least, Correspondence Analysis is only an exploratory method and we are 
working with relatively small frequencies. The next step is to obtain larger frequencies and 
attempt to validate the observed patterns using statistical confirmatory techniques such as 
Log-Linear Analysis and Logistic Regression Analysis. The point of the study was to test 
the methodology and show that it may reveal semantic structure not detected through 
intuition-based analyses. In this, the study has proved successful and the integration of re-
sults from this kind of investigation with results obtained through a Principled Polysemy 
analysis should be a straightforward endeavour. Future work needs to operationalise the 
integration of the Quantitative Multifactorial method and the Principled Polysemy Model 
for the study of sense variation.

Cognitive Linguistics is a usage-based theory of language and one that assumes lan-
guage is driven by our encyclopaedic knowledge of the world. In light of this, the kind 
of usage patterns that Quantitative Multifactorial methods identify offer important clues 
to the conceptual structures associated with linguistic forms. Although, presenting the 
results in terms that are typical of the cognitive research community still needs develop-
ment, mapping the usage, and therefore meaning, of lexemes and constructions is precise-
ly in keeping with the lexical semantic tradition developed by Lakoff (�987). The principal 
difference is that such quantitative results offer relative tendencies rather than ‘different 
meanings’. This, however, seeing the complex and varied nature of language, is arguably a 
more cognitively realistic approach to the description of the conceptual structure.
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